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Painting With the ·Soul: A Conversation with
Margarethe von Trotta is a publication of
the Visiting Director Program of the Film
& Video Department of Columbia College

Chicago. The program it documents was

·Q. cosponsored by the Chicago International
(/) Film Festival.

This publication is dedicated
with gratitude to its subject,
Margarethe von Trotta .
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Director/writer/actress Margarethe Von Trotta visited

co-directed with Schlondorff), von Trotta has specialized

Columbia College Chicago on Monday, October 18, 2004.

in presenting strong female characters involved in com-

Her visit was part of a series of events created as the

plex interdependent relationships, a fact animated by her

result of the College's cosponsorship of the fortieth

deep feminist convictions. She would carry through on

annual Chicago International Film Festival.

this theme in such classics as The Second Awakening of

■-
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Christa Klages (1977, her first solo feature), Sisters, or
In a world dominated by male directors, Margarethe von
Trotta belongs to that elite group of women filmmakers
whose ranks also include Jane Campion, Agnes Varda,
Chantal Akerman, and Agnieszka Holland.

Born in Berlin in 1942, Margarethe von Trotta rapidly
established herself as one of the most important directors to emerge from the New German Cinema movement
of the 1970's Beginning her career as an actress,
she created memorable characters in Rainer Werner
Fassbinder's Gods of the Plague (1970), The American
Soldier (1970) and Beware the Holy Whore (1971) as well
as then-husband Volker Schlondorff's Baal (1970),
The Sudden Wealth of the Poor People of Kombach
(1971) and Coup de Grace (1976). Moving to directing
with The Lost Honor of Katharina Blum (1975,

the Balance of Happiness (1979), Sheer Madness (1982)
Rosa Luxemburg (1986), The Promise (1995), and
Rosenstrasse (2000), all of which she also wrote, alone
or in collaboration.

These are of course the facts of her existence. As I'm
sure she would be the first to say, facts rarely tell the
whole story. Consider this: As late as the mid-1970's, the
thought of a woman being handed directorial reins was
still consigned to the realm of fantasy. Contemporary journals pointed to America's Dorothy Arzner (who stopped
working in 1943) and France's Agnes Varda as the only
women filmmakers "of note." During this same period,
West Germany was a deeply patriarchal society, one
which clung to its chauvinistic notions even as feminism
took root in much of the rest of Europe. For any woman to
withstand this double whammy by seeking a directing

career in the German film industry bespeaks high levels of

For us, these names were icons, catalysts in the same way

both personal and artistic courage.

that Fellini, Antonioni, Bergman, Truffaut and Godard had
been for the generation before us.

Margarethe van Trotta did not just assault this mountain, she
conquered it.

Needless to say, the thought of interviewing Margarethe von
Trotta was more than a little intimidating.

To anyone coming of age in their appreciation of the world
cinema in the 1970's, Germany was the beacon. The New

I met Margarethe the night before our interview. The Festival

German Cinema movement pointed its light at its country's

was screening her 1983 film, Sheer Madness, and she was

wartime past as well as at the moral and social conflicts

scheduled to speak afterward. Any sense of intimidation dis-

fought daily by all people everywhere. From this cauldron

appeared the moment she rose to speak. Open, warm

emerged dozens of extraordinary filmmakers- but there is lit-

and disarmingly humble ("I haven't seen this film in many

tle doubt who occupied the upper echelon: Wim Wenders,

years. I hope it was not too bad."), she stood for a question

, Rainer Werner Fassbinder, Werner Herzog, Volker Schlondorff

and answer session that felt much shorter than its twenty or

and Margarethe van Trotta. What separated these five film-

so minutes. Margarethe and I spoke for a few minutes after-

makers from the pack was their shared ability to create per-

ward. I asked her if she wanted to see the questions in

sonal films which were both profoundly political yet

advance and she said, no, it would be more fun to get them

fundamentally universal.

on the spot. She then asked how many students would be in
attendance. I told her that it would be my class of twelve

As a film student in the late 1970's, I was part of that generation deeply affected by the work coming from Germany.

plus any others who chose to accept the invitation to sit in.
Maybe twenty-five or thirty.

The next morning, my classroom - a huge barn of a room -

programming opportunities to our students of which this

was filled to the walls. On seeing the crowd, Margarethe

interview was only one. An equal debt is owed to Bruce

turned to me and smiled. "This is maybe more than 25,"

Sheridan, Joan McGrath, Sandy Cuprisin, Crystal Griffith,

she said, then waded into the crowd. Although planned for

Michael Caplan, Tom Kesling and Ben Steger of the Film and

an hour, our interview lasted over ninety-minutes and when it

Video Department and Sharon Ross of the Television

was done, Margarethe stayed to answer individual questions.

Department as well to all the faculty and staff of both areas.

I was not alone in being struck by the fact she never turned

All helped whenever it was requested and sometimes when it

from one student to the next until she was sure that the

was not but very obviously needed. A very big thank you

questioner had gotten the full measure of his or her moment

goes to college president Warrick Carter, provost Steve

with her. It was at this point that I realized that she was

Kapelke and dean Doreen Bartoni for seeing the advantage

using one of the most important skills a director brings to

to the students in a cosponsorship with the Festival and to

their cast and crew: The ability to listen and respond as

Mark Lloyd in Institutional Advancement for helping us get

though the person they are addressing is the only one in the

the word out. And a very special thanks to Shayna Connelly

room. Of the many insights she gave us that morning, her

whose sense of organization and unflappable calm could

attentiveness to the needs and questions of the students

probably bring a sense of peace to a hockey match.

may have been her greatest gift.
The greatest debt must of course go to Margarethe van
The interview and this subsequent booklet required the work

Trotta. She willingly gave her time, thoughts and insights

of many people, all of whom deserve acknowledgment. A

with exceptional generosity and extraordinary warmth. As a

great debt is owed to Michael Kutza, Sophia Boccio Wong,

teacher, I have this wish for my students: That someday you

Helen Gramates, Brigid Reagan and Tony Karman of the

have the opportunity to meet one of your icons and that the

Chicago lntefnational Film Festival. In spite of the pressures

experience is as fulfilling and wonderful as mine has been.

of coordinating such a large and impressive event as the
Festival, each found the time and energy to provide myriad

(Jl

"I think it was a little bit of destiny or some
angel who pushed me, knowing one day I
would get my chance."

MARGARETHE VON TROTTA (MVT):

It was really difficult for a woman. In '78, at a festival in

Hello. My name is Margarethe von Trotta. I am a film

Berlin, there was a g_
roup of women who presented their

director so therefore I am here. You know that but it's

films. We were really -not a power group - but a little

always good to present oneself. (applause)

group. We said we have to promote films done by women.
We stated that we were women and we could do films

RON FALZONE (RF):

and soon there came this expression, 'woman's film'. In
Welcome, Margarethe.

My first question deals with your reputation. You cannot

■

look at any bio for you that doesn't start out with the
words 'the foremost woman director in the world.' (MVT
snickers) I had a feeling you'd react that way. Can you

the beginning it was a battle cry, but then it very quickly
became a new ghetto. It meant, 'Oh yes, that's a
woman's film. It's not so interesting. It's second class.'
For some people it's now an insult to be thought of only
as a woman filmmaker.

talk a little bit about that word 'woman' and the way it
modifies the word 'director'?

MVT:

RF:

Has that continued even to this day? Has it gotten

more ghettoized or is there some opening up?
When I started there were already some other

women doing films - Ulla Stocki, Helke Sander, Helma
Sanders-Brahms, Jutta Bruckner. I don't know if you know

MVT:

these names here, but they were already making films so

in Cannes there is now a certain respect for women film-

in a way I started late. I was an actress before and I

makers and the knowledge of what women can do. But

always had the desire to make films as a director, but I

look at the festivals. Look at how many films are done by

stepped in when they already did the groundwork. When I

women and shown. In the main festivals it is still a

co-directed The Lost Honor of Katharina Blum (1975) with

small percentage.

Volker Schlondorff and they saw me on the set, (the producers) trusted that perhaps I could do a film on my own.

I think with Jane Campion getting the Palm D'Or

RF:

You've talked about there being an aesthetic

MVT:

Ingmar Bergman has more of a woman's view. I

difference between what the men are doing and what the

met him once and he said to me that he's half woman. He's

women are doing. Can you talk a little about that?

very interested in psychology. He looks deep inside
of people.

MVT:

When I started, Hollywood was making only films

with very beautiful women. An actress had to have a certain

RF:

standard of beauty or you were th.ought to be very ugly. You

and one of the films most referenced is Persona (1966), but

were not someone who was respected. When I did my first

one of them that struck me even more was The Silence

film, The Second Awakening of Christa Klages, the actress

(1963). This is especially true since, like that film, so much

(Tina Engel) is wonderful, but you can't say she's beautiful.

of your work deals with issues of sisterhood.

RF:

MVT:

Not classically.

MVT:

She's just the character. When women are looking

RF:

A lot of people have compared your work to Bergman's

Yes, yes.

There seems to be in that film as well as in yours -and

for actors, for women's parts, we are not looking to see if

this was very clear in the screening of Sheer Madness last

they are glamorous or not. They have just to give something

night - a symbiotic attachment that happens between the

of themselves and to be an expression of a life. I think that

women. And a lot of this happens because they are very

is the main difference.

complementary. One has what the other needs.

RF:

MVT:

Do you see any male directors who have that

same approach?

That is in many of my films. It's a main theme for

me that one woman represents one side (of being female)
and another is the other side. In Sheer Madness this is really

00

very clear. Perhaps it is even exaggerated in its symbolism.

MVT:

Hanna Schygulla is the bright one. She is blonde and she is

she's following Ruth and wants to enter into her. That's the

always dressed in very light colors. The other one is always

moment where you really feel that this relationship could

dressed dark and with dark hair. There's a fairy tale in

become dangerous.

You see Olga and it's like (a surprised breath), like

Germany, a Grimm's tale, called, "Frau Holle." It is about
'Goldmarie' and 'Pechmarie,' the Golden Mary and the Tar
Mary. But for me it could also be one person. It's the one
who is the conscious and the other who is the unconscious
of the same person. I am very Jungian - from Karl Jung, the
psychoanalyst. I am very attracted to his work when I do my

RF:

What I loved about that moment and the whole film is

the simplicity of it. You're not trying to do gymnastics with
the camera, not going for crazy editing. Everything was very
simple and direct.

films. This is because I feel that I have so many different
parts in myself that I can't put them together. In film, you

MVT:

Yes, yes.

have the possibility of getting them out of yourself and putting them into different persons.

RF:

There's another scene in the film that also struck me

just as hard. There's a party sequence with all of the main

RF:

There's a wonderful moment in Sheer Madness when

characters present. There's a wonderful moment where Olga

Olga, played by Hanna Schygulla. and Angela Winkler's Ruth -

is singing, but what's really important is the way that you

see each other for the first time. Olga comes into the room

have us simply looking at the faces in the room. In this

from slightly above on a staircase. She looks down and

moment every single relationship is absolutely clear. You

there's a simple movement of the camera. This movement

know how this person feels about that person, you know

suddenly brings these two characters into visual alignment.

what this person's going through while looking at this person.

It's very powerful.

There's no dialogue. It's just a matter of catching the faces
and connecting them up.

MVT:

Yes, it's the choreography. And this time Ruth is

It starts with learning grammar. You have to do sentences in

red and Olga is in black. And here she has only the red lip-

scho9I. "The .father drives the car," "The mother makes the

stick. It starts to become an inversion. I go around the room

kitchen." You think you've learned grammar when in reality

through Ruth's eyes. As she's looking at these other people

you've learned an ideology, a way of being prepared for life.

it becomes clear, as you said, all the relationships. And it
ends when she is near Olga, who becomes her soul mate.

RF:

RF:

MVT:

Yeah, they both share the shot.

Of being socialized.

Yes. I was living only with my mother. In a way, she

was a free woman because she was not married. My father

MVT:

It is at this moment, while Ruth's husband is look-

ing at them, that you can feel immediately he's very jealous.

was a painter, but he was married to another woman. In the
beginning, my mother and I lived together, alone and very
poor, in one room. She did not have a very big position. She

RF:

was a sort of secretary but I did have her example of being
I'd like to go back a bit, to an earlier topic: You've

used a word that is unfortunately somewhat misunderstood
nowadays. The word is 'feminist'. Can you talk a little bit
about your concept of the word 'feminist' and the way that
you place that into your work?

free, being intellectually free. On the other hand, I had all
these restrictions in school. So from the beginning I had this
contradiction. I was aware of this, but I could do nothing
about it. I became rebellious in school and when I was too
rebellious my mother had to come to get me. She was told,
'Please do something with your daughter.' And she told them,

MVT:

You know, I became a feminist out of life. I think

"Yes, yes, I will speak with her.' Then my mother would bring

today it's a little bit different. We were always told that we

me home and say, 'Go on. I did it like you.' And that was,

did not have the same rights. Not directly, not "You do not

I think, an encouragement for life.

have the right," but more like "A woman doesn't do that."

RF:

What kind of an impact did your father have on you?

MVT:

As I said, my father was a painter and he died

RF:

So film was the option?

MVT:

Yes, I had to look elsewhere (laughs). In the early

when I was ten. He tried always to make me draw. He gave

'60s, there was nothing happening in film in Germany, so I

me very difficult things to paint and I just couldn't. I was not

had no examples. I went to the cinema with my mother but it

talented. He was so disappointed in me that he said to my

was, you know, just entertainment. It was never art. Art was

mother, "Oh, she's not talented at all!" My mother said,

theater and opera and literature and painting, but cinema

"She is only five or six, you can't ... " but my father said, "I

was like Hollywood cinema, only meant as entertainment.

could already do that when I was four!" I can't draw to this

When I was 18, I went to Paris. This was the early 60s.

day. He gave me such a blockage that I can paint only very

There I saw Bergman films for the first time. The Seventh

simple (she motions a stick figure). And it's not good

Seal! This was my very first Bergman film. And when I saw

because I know so many film directors who can really paint

these films, all of the sudden I had the feeling that it was in

and can draw really well so they can use their drawings to

a way like painting, but the kind I could do with my soul. That

show their cinematographers how they want to see it. And I

was a revelation, like a cultural shock for me to see these

can only do, 'Punkt, Punkt, Comma, Strich, fertig ist das

films. I then saw all the Nouvelle Vague - Truffaut, Chabrol,

Mondgesicht.' (ed: "Period, period, comma, backslash and

Godard, Resnais. And I met students who were totally

the face is done"). When I was, I don't know, 14 or 15, I

obsessed by the Nouvelle Vague and by film so instead to

tried to paint because in a way I wanted to prove to him that

going into the university I went to the Cinematheque

I could do this thing. I tried to paint a little like Modigliani.

(Francaise). We - my new friends and me - did 8mm films

Really, really terrible things. I finally realized that I'm not a

just between us, but with real scripts. We even did one

painter.

35mm film, which never went into the cinemas because it
was not a good film. But we did it and everybody was working
on it, without money but with enthusiasm.

RF:

Still you returned to Germany.

MVT:

Yes. I was always looking at what the directors

were doing. I· was also watching what the cameraman doing

MVT:

Yes, but the New German Cinema was not yet born.

I think it was a little bit of destiny or some angel who pushed
me, knowing one day I would get my chance. Once I
returned, I started Dramatic Arts (a theatre company) and
became an actress. So first I did theater, but my real interest
was always the cinema. Then I had my son just as the New
German Cinema was starting so I couldn't get in immediately.
It was not until '68, '69 that I did get in as an actress. I did
my first film and then a second and then a third. Volker
Schlondorff saw me in one of these films and he asked me

because I had not gone to film school. (to audience) You
have the chance to be in a school where you learn all that,
but I had no money. It was impossible for me. So my school
was going to the cinema and watching the others as they
worked. Today you have this wonderful chance to see a film
on the big screen then see the DVD. You can really see what
the director is doing by stopping it and going back and forth.
That was not possible when I started. We would go to the
cinema and with one ticket see the same film three or
four times.

to play a part in Baal, (a television film based on the play) by
Bertolt Brecht. Volker had directed Young T6rless in '65 and

RF:

that was really the beginning of what we called at the time

in 13 years, plus the TV series. Multiple series.

Speaking of Fassbinder, he did something like 40 films

the Young German Cinema. Also in Baal was (Rainer Werner)
Fassbinder so I met Volker and Fassbinder at the same time.

MVT:

He was amazing. He did four films minimum a year.

By the end, he had more and more money, but not in the

RF:

So you were using your acting as a stepping stone

to directing?

beginning. I made three films with him as an actress and we
never saw a penny. He always said, ''You will see this film
and it will be in the biggest cinema in Munich and you will get
all your money." But I learned a lot from him. The scene I

had in The American Soldier (1970) was not a very big part.

RF:

But this monologue he wrote it in five minutes, just before we

always to be a filmmaker.

You started as an actress, although your intent was

did the scene. I said, ''How can I do it?' but he said, "You will
do it." So I did it. And you know that speech? Later,
Fassbinder took the story in it and made it into
Ali: Fear Eats the Soul (1974).

MVT:

Yes, it was always my wish. You know there's a

sentence of Goethe: "Wunsche sind Vorahnungen von
Fahigkeiten" (ed: "Wishes foreshadow abilities"). Desires are

RF:

preconceptions of your capacities. I went for a long time with
Speaking of acting, you told me a great story about

this sentence because my wish was so strong. There's

the difference between working with Angela Winkler and

another sentence, this from Bertolt Brecht, who said, "Even

Hanna Schygulla. I'd like you to share that with us.

if all you make shit, it's better than if you make nothing."
That was true of my first film. Even if I made shit, I tried and

MVT:

Yes, yes. Hanna Schygulla you know from all the

I did it. There are so many people who have this strong

Fassbinder films. She is an animal of cinema. Angela

desire but they never dare to make something because they

Winkler, although she did The Tin Drum and Katharina Blum, _

have such a big concept of art and of what they should suc-

is mainly a theater actress - and a very, very good one.

ceed on. I have a very good friend who I think is much more

Hannah doesn't like to rehearse. She was very good in the

talented than I am. She's never done anything because she

first and the second take while Angela became very good in

thinks she must be a genius to have the right to do some-

the sixth or seventh or eighth shot. She needed to rehearse

thing. I think everybody has the right. You will see later if you

to become better. I have two women and I want them to be

can do it or not.

equal, to give the maximum of their acting capacity, so what
was I to do when you have a shot of the two of them? I had
to think over my shooting list and my preparation, I had to
totally change it. I had to do much more shot-counter shot of
them than I originally had in mind.

RF:

Where did your initial financing come from?

MVT:

In Germany, for all of our films, part of the money

MVT:

Yes, yes.

comes from television. The last films Volker and I did were
on this one channel so I went to them with my first script.
They said, "Oh no, Ms. Schlondorff,' - they never called me
"von Trotta" - "Do it like you did it before. You write the script

RF:

And then Angela Winkler got it.

and you play the part and your husband can direct." I said

MVT:

not this time and I went to another channel and they agreed.

at the film now as a director, I know I would have been totally

I didn't why they agreed. When the film was done, Volker told

wrong for the role. When you like a part, even if you know it's

me that he went there and said, "Be quiet. If she is not able

not right for you, it's disappointing not to get it. But then I

to do it I will step in." He didn't say that to me earlier

stepped in as co-director. It was meant as a bonbon of

Yeah, sure. I was a little bit disappointed. Looking

because I would have killed him. (laughter)

consolation for me.

RF:

RF:

Since you bring it up, directing The Lost Honor of

That's an awfully good consolation prize! You could

Katharina Blum with your husband must have been fraught

have done worse. How did that in turn lead to The Second

with a lot of interesting tensions.

Awakening of Christa Klages, your first film with solo credit.
Had it been the success of one to allow them to say OK,

MVT:

maybe we'll give her a chance?
There was a very precise splitting of responsibili-

ties. I was working with the actors and Volker was doing
the camera.

MVT:

RF:

RF:

Weren't you originally going to play the role of

Katharina Blum?

No, first I did Coup de Grace.

Right, as an actress.

MVT:

Yeah, and I also wrote that script together with two

"was hei8t 'rein'" ("clean"), not always having to obey. They

other women (Jutta Bruckner and Genevieve Dormann) from

could do what they want. They were educated in a very free

the book by Marguerite Yourcenar. I played the main part and

way. That was the idea of this kindergarten. In schools

it was a role I really liked but I knew that it was to be my last

everywhere we had this explosion of non-order. You know,

film as an actress. I said to myself, "The next film must be

Germans were always supposed to be rigid, punctual,

your own." That was when I wrote the script for Christa

Prussian. So that was the explosion to the other extreme.

Klages. It was based on a real story, of a woman who does

But they had few sponsors and not much money because the

a bank robbery. But the whole story following, that was my

state and the cities were not so fond of these. And that's the

invention. There were three women in the film. Christa

real story. A woman robs a bank to support one of

Klages, the lady who does the robbery, her friend, a woman

these kindergartens.

living in a boring marriage, and an employee of the bank, who
is still dreaming of marriage. Christa's the one who's beyond

RF:

these dreams of normal life.

taking care of the children, so right there you're starting on

In most societies, the mothers are the ones who are

this very specific and deliberate path of examining a

RF:

Ultimately, though, this is a woman who's going to rob

a bank to support a kindergarten.

woman's role in society. All three of the women in Christa
Klages represent different aspects of women's assigned
roles.

MVT:

In the time when this story takes place there

were ... That was the late sixties. There was a student rebel-

MVT:

Yes.

lion in Germany and part of this was a call to educate children in another way. We called for an 'alternativ,' an alterna-

RF:

tive kindergarten. So children were not always learning to be

of the interdependence of women's relationships, the way

And from this point on, your films move into this idea

"I always say to every student, 'You have to
be an actor at least once.' You have to be
in front of the camera and not always
behind it. It's such a different situation,
such another feeling. You are so exposed
and so ·insecure. You need to feel how
difficult it is to get over your fear."

each of them needs the other. This is a frequent theme in a

MVT:

lot of European cinema. You have a history of terrific direc-

women were always waiting. The men were fighting outside

tors who have or still are examining women and their socially

while the women were crying: "Ohhh, don't go, don't go,

assigned roles. I'm thinking of you, Almodovar, Bergman,

don't go!." Always afraid. It's seldom in the westerns that a

Diane Kurys, and, to some degree, Catherine Breillat.

woman has a gun, no? We are only in the house. It's very dif-

I think that comes from your western past. The

ficult to get over such an old idea of roles.

MVT:

In a way also Fassbinder. Fassbinder was gay so

he often used women characters to look at himself and his

RF:

relationships. For instance, The Bitter Tears of Petra von Kant

point to as role models?

Are there any American filmmakers that you could

(1972) was about his experience with another man but he
put it into the women in that story. It was a distancing for
him to put these very painful things into his women characters. Gay people are often more accepting of that double face
we all have. Every man has a feminine part, as every woman
has a masculine part in herself, only the laws of the society
don't often permit us to show that.

MVT:

Before I became a filmmaker, I looked to women. In

America, there was Barbara Loden. She did a wonderful film,
Wanda (1970). She was an actress with Kazan and was also
married to him. I think I was a little bit similar. I was also an
actress married to a director. I think she did only the one film
but it was very beautiful. She was an example for me that

RF:

you can go and do this. I think Altman also did some of very
Here, in our films, we tend to reduce women's rela-

tionships to melodrama. We portray them as though there is

good films about women. 3 Women (1979). He has a little bit
of that female aspect, you know.

no problem that can't be solved by a hug, a kiss and a quick
tear. I'd love to get your take on this. What do you think it
says about us as a country, that this is the way we tend to

RF:

I want to open up now to other questions.

portray our women in film?

MVT:

Yeah, that you don't go to sleep (laugh).

STUDENT QUESTION (SQ):

Has your acting

background helped you as a director?

MVT:

I think that was life. It was not even a decision, it

was my interest. After three films or so, everybody said to
me, "You're always dealing with women," and suddenly I

MVT:

Oh yes, it helps a lot. Directing actors - that's my

felt guilty.

specialty. I always say to every student, "You have to be an
actor at least once." You have to be in front of the camera

RF:

Guilty... ?

and not always behind it. It's such a different situation, such
another feeling. You are so exposed and so insecure. You
need to feel how difficult it is to get over your fear. When you
learn this you become very patient and very lovely
with actors.

MVT:

Guilty, yes. A friend of mine, a male writer in

Germany, said, "You will do your first good film when you
choose an actor, a male actor, as your lead. "(laughs) and so
that was what I thought. But then after five or six films I said,
''My God, my interest is for women's stories." When you are

RF:

A lot of the visual simplicity in your work comes from

making films, you're always exploring yourself. Male filmmak-

the fact that you are an actor and that you know what an

ers are always dealing with men because that is where they

actor's capable of conveying. Your camera really concentrates

feel safe.

on the performance.

RF:
SQ:

Thank you for coming, this is very cool. I wanted to

Certainly this viewpoint comes from your own history.

How do you see your work reflecting your own upbringing?

ask you, what made you want to explore sisterhood? You
convey it so realistically and show 'em all our secrets.

MVT:

I grew up with only my mother. I had no brothers,

my father was always away. Even in school I was only with
girls. So what do I do when I first meet a man? I fall a little

bit in love. We looked at each other, but that's not under-

MVT:

standing, that's ... (laughter). That comes much later. When

always carry our past with us; our personal past, our dreams.

you come to be in love and in a marriage, it's wonderful but

I can sit here and all of a sudden the past comes back to me

it's also catastrophic in a way. I felt more comfortable know-

through some association in my mind. It's like when you're

ing women. For me, that's like digging for my inner self. It's a

dreaming. Sometimes, those dreams follow you in the day-

sort of therapy. When I made a film about Rosa Luxemburg, I

time. You dream something terrible then you wake up but the

didn't say 'Tm Rosa Luxemburg!" I never would be. I could

whole day falls under this influence. For instance, you meet

never have her strength or her political ideas. But I did have

somebody you hate but in your dream he is a wonderful guy.

to confront myself with what I could have been. If I had lived

The next day you are happy to see him. You can change your

in that time who would I have been? Filmmaking is a mirror

mind about somebody because you dreamt of him in another

to that part of yourself. You look into it and recognize that

way. These dreams and the past are on the same level for

you're living in a certain world, in a certain society, in acer-

me. There is the collective past or collective memory. You

tain moment of history. And for me, in Germany, in a country

can have dreams of antiquity and you were never there. It's

with a very specific past. I was born in middle of the war,

part of your cultural collective memory and also part of your-

then afterwards we had the Wall. When you are living in a

self. For instance, in Sheer Madness, Angela Winkler's char-

country like that, you are living with all these heavy things.

acter, Ruth, is always going into a .museum where she is

I think we are not living only in the present. We

copying masterpieces in black and white. I thought_I invented

SQ:

I have a question that deals with what you just said.

that. Then I remembered that when I was 18 I went to the

I've noticed that in many of your films you use the past not

Louvre. Sitting there was an old woman painting in black and

just as a backstory for the character, but as an extension. I

white the masterpieces that were done in color. I had totally

was wondering if you could talk a little bit about why you

forgotten that. And that idea for Ruth came from there. I

choose to do this?

sometimes have the idea that when you're making films or
when you are writing films you open here (motions her head
and heart) like a zipper. You open that and all of a sudden

out comes something from within, something you don't real-

her back and said if you know something of my mother

ize that you know. That's the wonderful, interesting process. I

please tell it. She wrote back, '' I'm your sister."

think with novel writing it's the same thing or even with painting. Things come up that you feel but you don't know.

RF:

A lot of your work deals not only with the past but with

the secrets hidden in that past, the ones that need to be
dredged up in order for your characters to move forward.
Certainly this need to share our secrets is part of the
human condition.

RF:

Wow.

MVT:

She is 15 years older than I am. As she was with

me, my mother was not married at this time and she had no
money. She had to give away the child for adoption immediately after it was born. And she never, never told me this.
When I wrote the script for Sisters or the Balance of
Happiness I gave the name of Anna to one sister and Maria

MVT:

Yes, and perhaps I can tell you one of my real

to the other. I always thought during the writing, "Oh no, I

secrets, Of my first three films, I did two about sisters,

have to change that. It's so biblical, so old-fashioned." But I

Sisters or The Balance of Happiness and Marianne and

couldn't and then it came up that my sister's second name

Juliane. I was always asked, "Do you have a sister?" "No," I

is Anna and my second name is Maria. Later, I read an essay

said, "I have no sister." Then, during the shooting of Sisters

of Freud's dealing with telepathy between the very little child

or the Balance of Happiness, there was a camera team who

- the baby - and the mother. There he described a scene to

was doing a documentary about me. In this film I told the

prove this theory of a non-speaking telepathic way (of com-

· interviewer that my mother was not married so that I have

municating). A woman coming to him had a dream of a cer-

her name and I also told him that she was 42 years old when

tain medal. They spoke about this medal through a seance.

I was born. This film wasn't shown until much later, after I

When she went back home her four or five-year-old son brings

already had written the script for Marianne and Juliane. After

her the medal. When I was small I think my mother was

the film was shown on television I got a letter from a woman

thinking a lot of this other child, my sister. And she thought it

who asked me if my mother was born in Moscow then men-

in a way that I knew what she was thinking about. This is fas-

tioned some details I didn't say in the documentary. I wrote

cinating, I think.
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SQ:

Are you close with your sister?

MVT:

I don't want to say it's impossible that you can

make a good film by choosing a script which you think you

MVT:

Yes, yes. I met her afterwards and she looks much

more like my mother than I do. So it was like a resurrection
after my mother's death.

can do well and for which you are only a craftsman. It must
not always be coming up from yourself but you do your best
when you also find something which deals with you in a particular way. It's not only a craft.

RF:

That's quite a story.

MVT:

RF:

The filmmakers that you've cited as your great influ-

ences, these were sterling craftsmen but also people who
There is another interesting story that is more his-

needed to explore their own psyches and insecurities in order

torical than personal. Normally, you do not have your moth-

to find a reason for doing any given script. I'm thinking par-

er's name in your birth documents if you are an adopted

ticularly of artists like Bergman and Hitchcock.

child. Because my sister was fifteen years older than me she
was living during the Nazi time. Her adoptive parents had to
prove that she was not Jewish so they had to come up the
name of my mother and put it in her files. That was how my
sister knew her name was originally "von Trotta." She had
heard my name before, but she thought that was the name
of my father, not my mother, so she never made the link.
Only after this documentary film.

SQ:

Do you think it's possible to make a good film even if

you aren't pulling anything from yourself? A movie that you
do as a work of craft?

MVT:

Yes. Hitchcock was a very fearful man: fearful of

everything. And he had so many suppressed erotic desires,
no? The dark side of Hitchcock you can see in his films.
Volker could never do a horror film because he has no fear.
He is so courageous. When he was living up in a forest, he
would go into it in the dark. I could never do that! (laughs)

SQ:

Your themes of womanhood are so strong. As a world

. traveler, how have you seen the role and conditions of womanhood change or been reshaped?

MVT:

I think the western world roles have changed but

not at all in Afghanistan or in other countries in that part of

SQ:

That's true. How do you head off possible problems

with actors, the cinematographer, the others on the set?

the world. There are two very, very different situations for
women in the world. For men it's more or less equal, even if
in the western world they are more pushed by women to confront their problems. Their own and society's. But in other
countries women are still treated like animals and I don't
know what we can do about it. It's becomes even worse in
some Muslim societies. The first time I was in Egypt it was a
very open-minded society. And in Syria, women were very,
very present, even in political positions. But it's very difficult
to judge a society when you're not living in it. Perhaps these
women are very happy to be in this sort of society. It is our
point of view that they are not but we are sometimes a little
bit arrogant. We think that the maximum of happiness is
achieving what we have. Perhaps it's not that for everybody.
You have to be very tolerant and not be immediately judging.

MVT:

I try to get the same cinematographer, some of the

same people on each film because we have become an
ensemble. But sometimes it's good to change, to get in new
ideas. I like the challenge. I need a certain calm on the set. I
try to be calm and to be very friendly to everyone on the set.
When I was an actress, it was difficult to get something out
of myself when everything was crazy around me. You become
paralyzed and you can't give your best. Everybody has to
have the feeling that he or she is working on something
worthwhile. You must have a loving eye on them, a friendly
eye when you come in the morning. And you must greet
everybody, not only the main persons. Then they work with
enthusiasm and give thei-r best. To get the best out of somebody, my theory is to treat people well enough so that they
come in saying, "Ha! Today we have another day of shoot-

SQ:

Could you talk about some of the problems of

ing!" You see, as an actor, I often came in saying, "Ugh,
another day." This was because many directors are so tense

shooting?

and they can only work like this. They give their attention to

MVT:

Oh, there are a lot of problems! But that would be

boring if there were no problems.

everybody except the actors. And they are very unjust when
they feel insecure. Therefore, they take you aside and say,

('J
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"Oh, you did something wrong," when in reality it's them-

Fonda or with Hanna Schygulla or with Romy Schneider. He

selves. If you can, be nice to everybody. Of course some-

was not very aware, I think, of Rosa Luxemburg! But then he

times your tensions, you can let them out. In my first film I

died and the producer asked me if I would like to make the

had an actress who never knew where the camera was. She

film. I was not sure. And then I read the script, which was

was always playing like this (MVT turns her back to the

written by (Peter) Marthesheimer for Fassbinder. It was just

room). I had to say, hey, we are in film, we are playing for the

totally melodrama. It had nothing to do with Rosa or even her

camera. "Where is the camera?" Oh yes, "Where is the cam-

speeches. She had wonderful speeches. She was such a

era?"! (laughter) I couldn't shout at her because she would

writer, not just a political speaker. In the script, though, there

have been like this (MVT mimics the actress' terror). So I

were only speeches, like they (Marthesheimer and

went out, I went very far away. There I shouted, 'ahhhhhhh!'

Fassbinder) thought the little Franz or the little Jim would

(laughter) and then I came in again we went back to work.

understand the political thinking. If you only see speeches
and political discussions how you can make a film without

RF:

There's really no way to respond to, "Where's the

camera?" without it coming across as, "You know, it's the
large object with the glass thing sticking out."

it's getting boring? I found that disgusting and I said I would
do the movie only if I could write my own script. I wanted it to
have something to do with me and something to do with our
times. When you are making an historical film, you have

SQ:

always to deal with the present. To do this you must not only
I was wondering, as the director-writer for Rosa

get the historical, you must also get the flesh, the scenes

Luxemburg (1986), when you have such a well-known histori-

you need for the character's normal life. You can only

cal figure - in Germany definitely very well-known - how did

approach somebody when you see them as more than just

you go about picking which characteristics to emphasize?

big statue on a pedestal. For this I went to her letters. Rosa
Luxemburg wrote two thousand five hundred letters. To so

MVT:

I have to tell you that it was first meant for

Fassbinder to do that film. And he wanted to do it with Jane

many persons. I read these letters five times without making
a note then I asked myself, "What about her stays with me

after reading all these?" This is what I'm interested in. And

just the opposite of what is normally there for a woman. She

so that was my base. Then the politics come in. She was a

got the male side of herself respected, but the female side,

political figure who had many themes in her political thinking,

it was not respected so much.

but she was mainly a fighter against war. So in this she
becomes today a very present-day kind of figure. You could
see the film now because it has so many speeches and so
many situations which are valuable for today. I chose this
(antiwar slant) in her political thinking because it was valu-

SQ:

You talked a little about the political context in

Germany before November '89. What was it like to be a
director at that time? Were there any restrictions, any contexts that were different after the fall of the Wall?

able for us at that very moment in Germany. We had in the
80s a big peace movement. We were very motivated against
war because there were still missiles on the East and mis-

MVT:

siles on the West and everybody kept putting in more and

were no restrictions ... well, not so many. Let's say our restric-

more missiles. We didn't want that. So I concentrated on her

tions are like in America, they're commercial restrictions, no?

political thinking, on her being against war, and also on her

You can present political ideas as long as you get the money.

being a woman. In a way, she was the first feminist, even if

If you are too extreme you don't get the money, but they

she was against feminism. She always said to Clara Zetkin,

don't put you in jail. In the East, they were much more

"You are the feminist. You are dealing with these women

restricted in what they could do, in what they could present

questions." But Rosa wanted it all. She wanted to have chi I-

to the state institutions. But, on the other hand, all people

dren, but she also wanted to be a thinker, to be political.

working in film industry in the East got money every month.

She wanted to have everything you could achieve as a

They were like employees. Even if they did not do a film for

woman, but then she didn't get it. That was her problem

three or four years, they got their money.

because when she says, "I want to have children" to her
companion, he says, "Your ideas are your children." It was

No, I was living on the West side, so for me there

SQ:

In terms of approaching the work, is there a difference

MVT:

No. You are a team. And I must say I have always

between the way you see the role of the actor and that of the

had wonderful relationships with my male collaborators and

director?

also with the male actors. Only once did I have a problem
with a male crew member. In my second film I had a very old .

MVT:

Yes. Oh, there is a difference. When you are actor,

you are only responsible for yourself. You have a part and
you are only thinking about how you will do it, and what is the
meaning of the scene. You are in the cocoon of your own
part. When you are a director you can't always look at yourself. You have to look outside, to see everybody. You have to
deal with all the people around you. The actor doesn't have
to deal with the decorator or with the cameraman. I am often
asked why I'm not playing roles in my own films. I could have
played them but for me it would have been very difficult to
look inside myself and to look outside at the same moment.
So I stopped. I never acted again. Well, once, in a film by
(Krzystof) Zanussi but only for a day or so. But to act in my
own film? I can't imagine it.

SQ:

You mentioned your expertise directing women and I

head of the light crew. He never worked with a woman director. He was always in the background, "Oh, the filmmaker,
she's a ... " And "Miss," he was alw?ys saying, "Miss, what
do you want?" Not Mrs. 'Gnadige Frau', which is a ve·ry
respectful, but ironically (ed: as in "old lady"). After two
weeks he saw that he was the only one. Everyone else was
working with me and we were really laughing and so on. I
think he realized that it was not a good part that he was playing. He had no fun! And so he changed and in the end when
we had our final party he came up to me and said, "You
know, in twenty years that was my most beautiful film." And
he called me Margarethe, no more "Miss." That was for me a
real triumph over the male prejudice against a
female director.

RF:

Thank you very much, Margarethe.

was wondering if you see any differences between directing
actors and actresses.

(Applause)
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